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Summary

Core RNA processing reactions in eukaryotic cells occur cotranscriptionally in a chromatin context, but the relationship between chromatin structure and pre-mRNA processing is poorly understood. We observed strong nucleosome depletion around human polyadenylation sites (PAS), and nucleosome enrichment just downstream of PAS. In genes with multiple alternative PAS, higher downstream nucleosome affinity was associated with higher PAS usage, independently of known PAS motifs that function at the RNA level. Conversely, exons were associated with distinct peaks in nucleosome density. Exons flanked by long introns or weak splice sites exhibited stronger nucleosome enrichment, and incorporation of nucleosome density data improved splicing simulation accuracy. Certain histone modifications, including H3K36me3 and H3K27me2, were specifically enriched on exons, suggesting active marking of exon locations at the chromatin level. Together, these findings provide evidence for extensive functional connections between chromatin structure and RNA processing.

Introduction

In multicellular organisms, most primary RNA transcripts undergo extensive processing. Both pre-mRNA splicing and cleavage/polyadenylation are usually initiated or completed cotranscriptionally, and several mechanistic links between transcription and RNA processing are known. Upon phosphorylation of the C-terminal domain (CTD) of RNA polymerase II (pol II) shortly after transcription initiation, 5′ end capping enzymes are recruited to the nascent transcript (Moore and Proudfoot, 2009). Factors central to pre-mRNA splicing are loaded onto the CTD (Kornblihtt et al., 2004), and some splicing factors, including the U1 and U2 snRNPs and SR proteins, are deposited on nascent pre-mRNAs as the 5′ and 3′ splice sites are transcribed (Gornemann et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2008). Similarly, cleavage and polyadenylation factors associate with the phosphorylated CTD and recognize the polyadenylation signal, often before pol II termination (Moore and Proudfoot, 2009). The kinetics of transcription can influence...
both pre-mRNA splicing (de la Mata et al., 2003; Howe et al., 2003) and cleavage and polyadenylation; for example, pol II pausing in the 3′ region of a gene has been shown to favor use of the more 5′ among two alternative PAS (Peterson et al., 2002).

Pre-mRNA splicing requires extremely precise identification of the correct 5′ and 3′ splice sites, frequently from amongst many kilobases of intronic sequence containing a large excess of potential splice sites that are not used. Additional cis-regulatory RNA sequence elements, including exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs) and silencers (ESSs), assist in the accurate identification of splice sites, generally through recruitment of factors of the serine-arginine rich (SR) protein and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) classes. Despite fairly extensive characterization of such elements, splicing simulators that incorporate these elements are still only able to correctly identify approximately half to two-thirds of exons from the sequence alone (Wang et al., 2004), underscoring that the complete set of rules for recognition of exons by the splicing machinery remains to be determined.

Transcription is influenced by chromatin structure and by histone modifications such as methylation and acetylation; both nucleosome positioning and modification status are in turn influenced by the process of transcription (Li et al., 2007). The pol II CTD functions not only to recruit RNA processing factors but also chromatin modifying factors. For example, the enzyme responsible for trimethylation of histone H3 lysine 36 (H3K36me3) is recruited to the Ser2-phosphorylated CTD, thereby establishing a pattern of this modification that is biased towards the downstream regions of expressed genes (Li et al., 2007).

A handful of recent studies have identified links between histone modifications and RNA processing (Kolasinska-Zwierz et al., 2009; Loomis et al., 2009; Schor et al., 2009; Sims et al., 2007) but whether aspects of nucleosome positioning and modification influence RNA processing generally (or vice versa) is not known. Here we show that specific chromatin signatures are associated with exons and with sites of cleavage and polyadenylation, and correlate with the strength or usage of these RNA elements, establishing a framework for interaction between chromatin structure and RNA processing.

Results

Nucleosomes are strongly enriched on exons

We observed that nucleosomes are significantly enriched on DNA encoding internal exons compared to flanking introns (Fig. 1) through analysis of high-throughput nucleosome chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing (ChIP-Seq) data from human T cells (Schones et al., 2008). The magnitude of the enrichment on exons (1.41-fold enrichment for nucleosomes above background; 95% confidence interval: [1.408, 1.425], by resampling) rivals or exceeds that observed at the +1 nucleosome peak near the transcription start site (TSS) when plotted using the same dataset and methods (Fig. 1G). We also observed similar enrichment of nucleosomes on exons in published data from the Japanese killifish (data not shown; (Sasaki et al., 2009)).

Biased exon composition explains nucleosome enrichment

We hypothesized that this enrichment might be explained at least partially by sequence features specific to exons, such as splice site- or ESE-related motifs. We analyzed sets of “decoy” 3′ splice site (3′ss) and decoy 5′ splice site (5′ss) sequences in introns, i.e. sequences that match the 3′ss or 5′ss consensus as well as authentic splice sites, but are not observed to be used in splicing. Nucleosome density was only slightly enriched in the vicinity of decoy 3′ss and 5′ss (Fig. 1D, F), suggesting that the enrichment on exons cannot be explained simply by effects of oligonucleotides that form parts of the splice site consensus motifs.
An alternative possibility was that the exonic bias of nucleosomes might be attributable to the distinctive oligonucleotide composition of exons (Baldi et al., 1996; Denisov et al., 1997). To explore this possibility, exon-sized stretches of nucleotides in intergenic regions or introns were identified that scored as high on exonic character as authentic exons but lacked evidence of splicing nearby and were flanked by regions of typically intronic character; we refer to these stretches as “exonic composition regions” (ECRs). Here, exonic or intronic character was assessed using homogeneous 5th-order Markov models (Burge and Karlin, 1997) that captured the distinctive hexanucleotide (6mer) compositions of human exons and introns, but did not consider reading frame or splice site motifs. Notably, these ECRs exhibited strong enrichment for nucleosome density comparable in magnitude to that observed in authentic exons (Fig. 1E). Nucleosome enrichment was similar for ECRs located in annotated intergenic regions or intronic regions, and remained when controlling for the mappability of genomic positions and for the biased 5' nucleotide content of ChIP-Seq reads (Fig. S1). We conclude from these observations that nucleosomes are preferentially localized to exons, and that the biased oligonucleotide content of exons can explain at least a major part of this effect. That oligonucleotide content could create such a strong bias in nucleosome position is supported by recent studies indicating that intrinsic DNA sequence preferences play a central role in determining nucleosome organization in vivo (Kaplan et al., 2009).

Specific histone marks are enriched on exons

In addition to nucleosome positions, the patterns of methylation marks on specific residues of the component histones can also play important roles in regulation of gene expression. These roles include demarcation of functional genomic regions and recruitment of protein factors to DNA, including both transcription and RNA processing factors (Sims et al., 2007). Based on published genome-wide histone methylation data in human T cells (Barski et al., 2007), the enrichment of specific methylation marks on exons was assessed by calculating the ratio of ChIP-Seq read density in exons to that in the flanking introns. Because many histone methylation marks show increasing or decreasing densities from beginning to end of genes, flanking intronic read density was estimated based on the average of regions located equidistantly 5' and 3' of each exon. Using this measure, all methylated forms of histones except H3K9me3 were significantly enriched on exons relative to flanking intronic regions (Fig. 2A; p<0.01 after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing, bootstrap sampling test). ChIP-Seq data for the chromatin insulator factor CTCF from the same study did not exhibit a bias toward exons relative to introns (Fig. 2A, F). Because CTCF is not associated with nucleosomes, these data serve as a type of negative control, indicating that the exonic biases observed are not simply some sort of artifact of the ChIP-Seq protocol.

Most of the observed overall average ~1.3-fold enrichment of histone marks on exons can be attributed to the increased nucleosome density on exons observed above. However, three marks in particular were enriched in exons by 1.5-fold or more, significantly exceeding the average enrichment of nucleosomes (and of histone marks overall) on exons. These marks included not only the classical transcription elongation mark H3K36me3, whose enrichment on exon-associated nucleosomes has been previously noted (Kolasinska-Zwierz et al., 2009), but also H3K27me2, which are less associated with transcription elongation. H3K27me2 has generally been associated with repressed rather than active chromatin (Barski et al., 2007). Since many of these marks show distinctive patterns within gene bodies, we investigated whether their enrichment on exons was dependent on position relative to the TSS. An overall increase in nucleosome enrichment at larger distances from the TSS was observed (Fig. S2). The H3K4me3 mark showed characteristic enrichment for both exons and introns located near the TSS, but exon:intron ratios for this mark and for other position-biased marks generally increased with distance from the TSS (Fig. S3).
The pronounced enrichment of these marks on exons suggested potential connections between RNA processing and histone methylation. For example, co-transcriptional recognition of exons at the RNA level might in some way influence methylation of specific histone residues in exon-associated nucleosomes or vice versa. Comparing histone marks in subsets of genes that were either expressed or not expressed in human T cells (based on mRNA microarray data), we observed that most histone marks exhibited similar levels of enrichment in exons independent of transcriptional activity (Fig. 2B, Fig. S4). These data suggested the possibility that differential marking of exons may not require transcription and RNA processing, but may contribute to recognition and even definition of exons at the RNA level, e.g., through direct recognition of histone marks by RNA processing factors or by factors that modify or interact with RNA processing factors. It is also possible that the observed differential marking of exons was established at an earlier stage in cellular differentiation during which these genes were expressed. In contrast, a few marks, most notably H3K27me2, were significantly less exon-enriched in genes with high expression in human T cells. One mark, H3K9me3, was unusual in being under-represented rather than over-represented in exons (Fig. 2A), suggesting that this repression-associated mark might have a different relationship to RNA processing than other marks.

ChIP-Seq reads for RNA pol II were marginally enriched on exons, with somewhat higher enrichment observed in highly expressed genes (Fig. 2), but enrichment was not significant in the data from Schones and coworkers. Pol II enrichment, if it occurs, could result from slowing of the polymerase due to presence of increased nucleosome density or specific histone marks, or to recognition of splicing-related motifs in the nascent transcript by splicing factors associated with the pol II CTD.

**Isolated exons have stronger nucleosome enrichment**

The specificity of exon recognition by the pre-mRNA splicing machinery is not completely understood (Wang et al., 2004). While the core splice site motifs and known splicing regulatory elements located in exons and introns play central roles in splicing specificity, these motifs do not appear sufficient to define exon locations with high accuracy. The insufficiency of known motifs is particularly acute for mammalian genes with long, multi-kilobase introns, where more information is required to distinguish authentic exons and splice sites from the larger pool of decoys (Lim and Burge, 2001; Wang et al., 2004). Notably, nucleosome enrichment was significantly greater for “isolated” exons flanked by long introns compared to “clustered” exons flanked by short introns, with both lower intronic nucleosome density and a sharper peak of exonic density observed for isolated exons (Fig. 3).

A subset of histone methylation marks also showed significantly higher enrichment in isolated exons, including both of the marks most highly enriched globally in exons –H3K27me2 and H3K36me3 – as well as H3K4me3, H3K27me1 and H3K36me1, but not the insulator element CTCF (Fig. 3A). Since the information requirements for accurate splicing of longer transcripts containing isolated exons are intrinsically higher, the increased enrichment of nucleosomes and of specific exon-associated histone marks on isolated exons represents a source of information encoded in the chromatin that would be particularly useful for ensuring accurate pre-mRNA splicing if it could be read out by the splicing machinery. Of course, the potential of marks that are extremely rare on actively expressed genes to contribute to the overall specificity of pre-mRNA splicing is less than for similarly exon-enriched marks that are abundant in expressed genes. Recognition of one of these enriched marks, H3K4me3, is known to facilitate pre-mRNA splicing, likely mediated through the CHD1 protein, which interacts both with H3K4me3 and with components of the spliceosome (Sims et al., 2007). Interestingly, H3K4me3 enrichment on isolated exons was significantly more pronounced in highly expressed genes, although considerable variance was observed when comparing highly and
low expressed isolated exons with clustered exons (Fig. S5). Previously, lower density of H3K36me3 was reported in alternative exons relative to constitutive exons (Kolasinska-Zwierz et al., 2009). However, in our analyses using larger datasets of alternative exons, significant differences in the density of histone marks in alternative relative to constitutively spliced exons were not detected (Methods).

Weak splice site exons have stronger nucleosome enrichment

Sequence features that enhance recognition of exons, including both ESEs and intronic splicing enhancers (ISEs), are common in and adjacent to constitutively spliced exons, and are particularly enriched when core splice site motifs are weaker, i.e. have below average match to the consensus (Fairbrother et al., 2002; Murray et al., 2008; Xiao et al., 2009). Considering the relationship between splice site strength and nucleosome density, a significant negative correlation between 3′ss strength and exonic nucleosome enrichment was observed (Fig. 3C; p<0.001, comparing strongest and weakest splice site strength bins, bootstrap sampling test). The inverse correlation with 3′ss strength persisted after controlling for splice site distance to the TSS (Fig. S6), flanking intron length, and exonic oligonucleotide composition, indicating that the association is largely independent of these variables. An inverse relationship was also observed between exonic nucleosome enrichment and 5′ss strength, though this relationship was less pronounced than for the 3′ss (Fig. S7). This inverse relationship was also apparent for H3K36me3 and H3K27me2 (Fig. S8). Thus, as for isolated versus clustered exons, a more pronounced nucleosome enrichment signal was observed for the subset of exons expected to have the greatest requirements for splicing enhancement.

Nucleosome locations enhance splicing simulation accuracy

The patterns of nucleosome enrichment on exons observed above suggested the hypothesis that nucleosome positions might contribute to recognition of exons in pre-mRNA splicing. Under this hypothesis, inclusion of nucleosome position information should improve the accuracy of algorithms that seek to simulate splicing specificity, such as ExonScan (Wang et al., 2004). For this purpose, log-odds scores were derived for specific ranges of exonic nucleosome density in a training set of 1000 genes based on the nucleosome data of Schones and coworkers (Schones et al., 2008). Application of this scoring model using empirical nucleosome densities in a separate set of ~12,800 genes yielded modest but highly significant improvements in the prediction of exon locations (Table 1). This improvement occurred whether nucleosome scoring was incorporated into models involving scoring of 5′ss and 3′ss motifs only, or using the full model that included also scoring of ESEs, ESSs, and ISEs. The latter result indicated that exonic nucleosome density provides additional information useful for exon recognition beyond that present in known splicing motifs.

Polyadenylation sites are strongly depleted of nucleosomes

Previous work has suggested connections between transcript termination, chromatin structure and histone modification (Lian et al., 2008). Additionally, a nucleosome-depleted region has been observed near the PAS in yeast (Mavrich et al., 2008). We observed a sharp dip in nucleosome signal around human PAS, extending roughly 100 bp upstream and downstream of the canonical polyadenylation signal 6mer, AATAAA (Fig. 1H). Differences in nucleosome binding affinity have been reported for distinct genomic sequences and, in particular, poly (dA:dT) stretches have low nucleosome affinity as a result of their resistance to curvature (Drew and Travers, 1985; Peckham et al., 2007; Satchwell et al., 1986). Nucleosome density plots centered at control AATAAA 6mers in intergenic regions supported that this 6mer by itself has a nucleosome positioning effect, with a dip in nucleosome density observed at the AATAAA sequence flanked by increased nucleosome density ~100 bp upstream and downstream (Fig. 1H). Controls based on other common variants of the poly(A) signal 6mer
yielded similar patterns (data not shown). However, authentic PAS differed from the controls in that the reduction in nucleosome density near the 6mer was much stronger – stronger even than the “nucleosome-free” region observed near the TSS (Fig. 1G) – and differed from the TSS distribution in that clear phasing of adjacent nucleosomes was not observed. These differences may result in part from additional sequence effects of the U-rich downstream sequence element (DSE) and/or other regulatory elements of cleavage and polyadenylation (Hu et al., 2005). Alternatively, it is conceivable that the differences could result from the presence of nucleosome-excluding DNA binding proteins if such factors commonly bound near the PAS. Both high- and low-expressed genes exhibited pronounced nucleosome depletion near the PAS, with only moderately weaker depletion in inactive genes (not shown), suggesting that the primary mechanisms responsible for PAS-associated nucleosome depletion are not dependent on expression.

Higher downstream nucleosome affinity is associated with higher PAS usage

Several thousand human genes express mRNAs with multiple distinct 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs) through regulated usage of “tandem PAS”, i.e. distinct PAS located at some distance apart without intervening splicing (Wang et al., 2008). To investigate the possibility that PAS recognition and nucleosome positioning might be functionally related, the individual PAS in such pairs were designated as high usage or low usage based on available transcript data (Fig. S9). Strikingly, high usage sites displayed a significantly stronger reduction in nucleosome density immediately surrounding the PAS, and stronger nucleosome enrichment from approximately +75 to +375 downstream of the PAS (P < 10^{-10} and P < 10^{-7}, respectively; Fig. 4A). These differences were evident even after controlling for the strength of core poly(A) sequence elements that function at the RNA level. To assess the potential contributions of intrinsic nucleosome affinity to the observed biases in nucleosome positioning relative to alternative explanations such as chromatin remodeling, a sequence-based model of nucleosome affinity was developed (Methods). This model yielded a distribution of nucleosome affinity scores (NAS) that qualitatively matched the observed distribution of nucleosome density around transcription start sites (Fig. S10). When applied to regions around tandem PAS, this model predicted a somewhat more pronounced dip in nucleosome affinity around high usage PAS than around low usage sites, and significantly stronger nucleosome affinity downstream of high usage than low usage PAS (P < 10^{-23}; Fig. 4B). These observations, matching the ChIP-Seq data in both aspects, indicated that sequences surrounding high usage PAS differ from those near low usage PAS in their inherent nucleosome affinity.

Discussion

Here, we have shown that the major sites of pre-mRNA processing in human genes, including both exons and the PAS, differ substantially from background levels of nucleosome density. Furthermore, more highly used alternative PAS had both higher downstream nucleosome density and higher intrinsic nucleosome affinity than less highly used alternative sites. These differences suggest that nucleosome positioning might directly influence PAS usage, e.g., through effects on the kinetics of polymerase elongation in the vicinity of the PAS, or mediated through interactions between nucleosome-associated proteins and the cleavage and polyadenylation machinery, components of which are associated with pol II (Nag et al., 2007). This possibility could be tested by inserting well-characterized nucleosome positioning elements near PAS and assessing the effects on PAS activity. It is also possible that sequence elements not included in standard core PAS scoring influence both PAS usage and nucleosome affinity. The largely expression-independent depletion of nucleosomes near the PAS does not support the alternative interpretation that components of the cleavage and polyadenylation machinery commonly alter nucleosome positions. The density of histone mark data was too low in the vicinity of the PAS to be informative about whether or not histones near sites of
cleavage and poladenylation exhibit a distinctive modification signature, but the biased
distribution of histone marks observed on exons motivates investigation of this possibility. In
any event, these data indicate that differences in empirical nucleosome density and/or in NAS
have significant potential to predict PAS usage and alternative 3′ UTR expression.

Enrichment of nucleosomes and specific histone marks on exons has been noted in three papers
published very recently (Andersson et al., 2009; Schwartz et al., 2009; Tilgner et al., 2009). While
some of these works noted that the sequence composition of exons is biased in a direction
that tends to favor nucleosome occupancy, our analysis of exonic composition regions in
introns and intergenic regions demonstrates not only that exonic composition favors
nucleosome occupancy but that the biases in oligonucleotide content of exons are sufficient to
account for the magnitude of nucleosomal enrichment observed on exons (Fig. 1). The
importance of this finding is that it supports models in which the biased DNA sequence
composition positions nucleosomes on exons (where they could potentially modulate splicing
activity) independently of transcription or RNA processing. However, this observation does
not preclude the existence of additional nucleosome positioning constraints for subsets of
exons, particularly those exons with weak splice sites or long flanking introns.

Here, splicing simulation algorithms were used to demonstrate that empirical nucleosome
density significantly improves the accuracy of exon identification. The increase in accuracy
was observed when scoring only splice site sequences. But, interestingly, the increase was also
observed when known ESE, ESS, and ISE sequences were scored as well. This observation
thus provides direct evidence that nucleosome positioning contains information not present in
known cis-acting RNA elements involved in splicing.

Two types of models (not mutually exclusive) could plausibly account for the observed
improvements in splicing simulation resulting from nucleosome scoring. First, the set of exonic
motifs that have ESE activity at the RNA level might (coincidentally) also have high inherent
nucleosome affinity at the DNA level. Under this scenario, in order to account for the
improvement in accuracy observed relative to splicing models that include scoring of known
ESEs, the set of ESE sequences with high nucleosome affinities would need to include a number
of ESEs that have not been previously described. Second, nucleosomes might directly influence
splicing, e.g., mediated through effects of nucleosomes on the kinetics of pol II transcription,
or through interactions between nucleosome-associated or nucleosome-modifying proteins on
the one hand and RNA splicing factors on the other (Moore and Proudfoot, 2009). This
possibility could be tested through assessment of effects on splicing following manipulation
of nucleosome positions in the vicinity of exons.

Tilgner and coworkers noted that exons with strong splice sites show the least nucleosome
enrichment (Tilgner et al., 2009). Our results show that this inverse relationship persists even
after controlling for exonic composition biases (as well as other factors; see Methods),
suggesting the existence of additional influences on nucleosome positions. Several interesting
possibilities could explain this result. First, intronic sequences may exist which help modulate
nucleosome density in the region of exons, particularly those with weak splice sites. Second,
sequences not fully captured in our Markov model of exonic nucleotide content might serve
to recruit chromatin remodeling factors. The SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex has
been reported to regulate alternative splicing (Batsche et al., 2006), although the fact that its
chromatin remodeling activity appears dispensable for this regulation complicates discussion
of a potential role in marking exons with weak splice sites.

Nucleosome density was inversely correlated not only with splice site strength but also with
proximity to neighboring exons. This is the sort of pattern that would be expected if nucleosome
occupancy enhanced exon recognition in splicing. Most vertebrate exons are recognized by
exon definition, involving recognition of pairs of splice sites across exons, a mechanism that is favored by presence of long introns (Robberson et al., 1990). Thus, nucleosome enrichment on exons might specifically facilitate recognition of exons by exon definition mechanisms, perhaps by influencing the activity of SR proteins associated with the CTD of pol II (Das et al., 2007). Because splicing can occur independently of transcription in vitro, chromatin is clearly not essential for splicing. However, transcription-coupled splicing occurs far more efficiently (Das et al., 2006) and our results suggest the chromatin structure itself may contribute to these differences.

Previous research has shown that specific changes at the chromatin level can locally affect splicing factor recruitment (Loomis et al., 2009) and splicing regulation (Allo et al., 2009; Batsche et al., 2006; Schor et al., 2009; Tyagi et al., 2009). Beyond connections to nucleosome positioning, several histone modifications were observed to differ from background nucleosome levels in exons, raising the intriguing possibility that these or other modifications directly or indirectly regulate splicing on a global scale. The depth of ChIP-Seq data presently available for individual histone marks did not seem sufficient to rigorously test potential contributions of these marks to splicing by splicing simulation analyses; this issue could be explored through manipulations of histones or histone modifying enzymes. Histone modifications represent a reversible but stable form of chemical marking that could potentially be used either to enhance the fidelity of splicing or to toggle between distinct patterns of alternative splicing, e.g., in a program of cellular differentiation. Involvement of a long-lasting mark such as histone modification in splicing control could help in situations where long-term maintenance of expression of a specific alternative isoform might be desirable, e.g., in the context of immune memory or definition of cellular identity (Wojtowicz et al., 2007).

Because chromatin structure impacts mutation rates, the biased distribution of nucleosomes relative to exons has important evolutionary implications. Recently, a pattern has been observed in which positions with higher nucleosome occupancy had higher rates of substitutions but lower rates of insertions and deletions than adjacent positions with lower nucleosome density in the Japanese killifish (Sasaki et al., 2009). Thus, the association of nucleosomes with exons is expected to exert a protective effect on coding regions, lowering the rate of potentially reading frame-disrupting insertions/deletions relative to less disruptive substitution mutations.

**Experimental Procedures**

**ChIP-Seq Datasets**

We analyzed two previously published ChIP-Seq datasets: histone methylation marks in human T cells (Barski et al., 2007) and nucleosome positioning data in human T cells (Schones et al., 2008). We chose only internal exons and ensured flanking introns were at least 500 bp long. For a given genomic position, we calculated the read coverage as the number of reads mapping upstream (on the + strand) at \(-73\) bp and downstream (on the \(-\) strand) at \(+73\) bp, corresponding to average nucleosome dyad positions. Because reads were only mapped to unique positions in the genome, we computed densities as a ratio of reads per unique genomic position. To reduce the impact of potential PCR amplification biases, the read count for any specific read sequence was truncated at 10. Nucleosome density was smoothed using a sliding window of size 25 or 50 bp.

**Exon Analyses**

Certain nucleotides were overrepresented in the first few bases at the 5’ ends of sequencing reads (see Fig. S1). These biases are likely to result primarily from aspects of MNase digestion (Johnson et al., 2006) or other technical factors. To control for this technical bias, read counts...
were normalized as follows. Overrepresentation of each 5’ pentamer in a library was estimated as the ratio of the number of occurrences at the 5’ ends of all reads to the average number of occurrences of that pentamer at positions 15–25 downstream, and read counts were normalized accordingly. This control moderated the sharp peaks at the 3’ss and 5’ss but had little overall effect on the nucleosome densities around exons. Results were largely unchanged when reads that mapped to the most homogeneous positions around 5’ and 3’ splice sites, including the conserved 5’ splice site GT and 3’ splice site AG dinucleotides (Fig. 2), were removed.

ECRs were derived from intronic regions lacking exons within 2 kb or intergenic regions with no cDNA/EST coverage that were at least 1 kb from the nearest gene annotation. We randomly chose 20,000 5’ss and 20,000 3’ss and matched 9-mer sequences from those splice sites to intronic or intergenic regions to define decoy sites. To define pseudo-exons based on nucleotide content, we generated a 5th-order Markov model to score exonic vs intronic sequence composition, and identified intergenic regions which closely matched authentic exons in length and 6mer composition. ECRs defined based on exonic 5mer, 4mer, 3mer or even 2mer composition exhibited peaks of nucleosome density qualitatively similar to those observed in Figure 1e (not shown). This observation indicates that the nucleotide and dinucleotide content of exons is sufficient to explain, at least qualitatively, why nucleosomes are biased toward exons. The distribution of histone marks in exons was explored by comparing read densities within exons to read densities in the flanking introns. The entire exon was included as well as the most proximal 10 bp of the upstream and downstream introns. Intronic densities were calculated from the regions 200 to 300 bp upstream of the 3’ss and 200 to 300 bp downstream of the 5’ss. The choice of both upstream and downstream intronic regions helped control for changes in density of some histone marks along the length of transcripts. Average read densities were determined as the total read counts across 69,000 exons divided by the total number of unique positions. Confidence intervals and p-values were produced by bootstrap sampling. In Figure 2b, genes were ranked by microarray expression signal (resting T cell data from Schones and coworkers). The top 10% and bottom 10% were defined as highly and lowly expressed genes, respectively.

Internal exons with both flanking introns of size between 500 and 1000 bp were defined as clustered exons, and those with both flanking introns of size at least 5 kb were defined as isolated exons. We analyzed a like number of isolated and clustered exons, sampled to match exon length between the two sets.

Splice site strength was scored using the maximum entropy-based log-odds scoring method (Yeo and Burge, 2004), and all 5’ss and 3’ss scores were required to be non-negative. Exons were divided into 5 equally sized bins based on 3’ss score, and exons were sampled from each bin to match flanking intron size and average exonic nucleotide composition. Exon:intron ratios, confidence intervals and p-values were calculated as in Figure 2.

**Alternative splicing analysis**

Nearly 600 sets of adjacent exon triples were identified, where the first and third exons are constitutively spliced and the middle exon is skipped in a subset of ESTs. Similar to Kolasinska-Zwierz and coworkers (Kolasinska-Zwierz et al., 2009), we calculated read densities for the central skipped exons, normalized to the read densities of the adjacent constitutive exons. No significant difference was observed for any histone mark when compared to a like number of control triples each consisting of three adjacent, constitutively spliced exons, matched for length and oligonucleotide composition (data not shown).
Splicing simulation analyses

The ExonScan algorithm (Wang et al., 2004) was modified to perform exon predictions using nucleosome density information. A training set of 1000 randomly chosen genes was used to estimate log-odds scores distinguishing correctly and incorrectly predicted exons based on their nucleosome densities. This model was then applied to a set of 12,585 known genes with no evidence of alternative splicing or alternative overlapping transcripts in Refseq (Pruitt et al., 2005). As there is a significant amount of noise in the exonic nucleosome read counts (because of their small average size), the nucleosome scoring model was applied only to exons with at least 50 mappable genomic positions. To estimate the significance of improvements in exon prediction based on nucleosome densities, we compared accuracy when nucleosome density was scored normally to simulations in which the scores of nucleosome density in random genic regions of the same length were assigned to exons. Receiver operator characteristics were calculated using the R package ROCR [www.r-project.org].

Poly(A) Analyses

Genome-wide sequence alignments of available cDNAs and ESTs were obtained from the University of Santa Cruz Genome Browser Database. Uniquely mapping cDNAs and ESTs were filtered for evidence of a non-genomically derived poly(A) tail and a canonical or variant poly(A) signal (Beauudoing and Gautheret, 2001) in the −1 to −40 region upstream of the aligned poly(A) site (Fig. S9). The resulting set was then mapped to a comprehensive and non-redundant set of Refseq transcripts (Pruitt et al., 2005) and clustered to create a database of polyadenylation sites. Sites with usage were defined as those supported by greater than 70% of the gene’s mapped polyadenylated ESTs, whereas low usage sites were defined as those having less than 30% of the supporting ESTs.

Weight matrix models of core poly(A) motifs described by Hu and coworkers (Hu et al., 2005) were obtained as a part of their Polya_svm distribution, http://exon.umdnj.edu/polya_svm/. The output of polya_svm.pl run in matching-element-mode was parsed to obtain scores for each poly(A) cis-element. The core poly(A) motif score was then reported as the sum of the score for the CUE2 element, corresponding to the poly(A) signal, and the average score for the CDE1-CDE4 elements, corresponding to the U-rich downstream signals.

Nucleosome affinity scores

A total of ~84 million Illumina read starts, representing 75% of the perfectly and uniquely mapping reads in the Barski and coworkers (Barski et al., 2007) data set, were chosen at random for the nucleosome training set. An equally sized background set was obtained by randomly sampling a position within +/- 500 bp of each of the read starts in the nucleosome training set (excluding sites mapped by other read starts in the nucleosome training set). Using these data, a 5th-order Markov model was trained for every position n in the nucleosome occupied region (or control region), such that we obtained P(X_n = x | X_{n-1} = x_{n-1},..., X_{n-5} = x_{n-5}) for every n = 1,...,146, and for every combination of x, x_{n-1}, x_{n-2}, ... = A, C, G, T. Due to the aforementioned 5’ nucleotide bias in the sequencing data, positions 1 to 15 were subsequently excluded from the model. Nucleosome affinity scores were calculated as the log2 ratio of P(seq|nucleosome model) to P(seq|background model). Scores were plotted at a 73 bp offset to reflect the center of the corresponding nucleosome.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Nucleosome enrichment and depletion in the vicinity of core sites of RNA processing and controls

Nucleosome read signal, centered on (A) 3′ss, (B) exon centers and (C) 5′ss, with approximate exon sizes indicated by black box below. Nucleosome signal relative to (D) sequence-matched decoy 3′ss, (E) regions of exonic nucleotide composition and (F) decoy 5′ss. For reference, we have plotted nucleosome signal on the same y-axis for (G) transcription start sites of expressed genes and (H) PAS.
Figure 2. Exon-biased distribution of specific histone H3 methylation marks
(A) ChIP enrichment for exons, relative to flanking intronic regions (see methods), compared to 1.0 (CTCF and Pol II) or histone overall average of 1.3 (purple dashed line). Error bars are 95% confidence intervals (resampling). ** indicates p<0.01 after correction for multiple testing (resample test, Bonferroni-corrected). (B) Histone marks are similarly enriched in highly and lowly expressed genes. Profiles centered on exons for (C) mono-methyl histone marks, (D) di-methyl histone marks and (E) tri-methyl histone marks and Pol II, H2AZ and the negative control CTCF (F). (C)–(F) are normalized to average library ChIP signal across the displayed region.
Figure 3. Increased exonic bias of specific histone H3 methylation marks in exons with long flanking introns or weaker 3′ splice motifs. (A) Exon enrichment, relative to flanking introns for isolated exons (flanking introns > 5 kb, top bar of each pair) and clustered exons (flanking introns between 0.5 kb and 1.0 kb). Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. * indicates p<0.05 and ** indicates p<0.01 after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing (resample test). (B) Nucleosome signal profile for exons with short and with long flanking introns. (C) Nucleosome enrichment on exons is inversely correlated with 3′ splice site strength.
Figure 4. Nucleosome depletion and downstream nucleosome enrichment at high usage PAS
(A) Mean nucleosome density around human PAS of low (blue) or high (red) usage, normalized
to average ChIP signal. (B) Mean NAS for positions around human PAS of low or high usage.
Wilcoxon rank sum test p-values shown for 150 bp windows centered on indicated positions.
Nucleosome position information improves splicing simulation accuracy.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exon sequence features scored</th>
<th>Effects of nucleosome scoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5'ss</td>
<td>3'ss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value was estimated as the fraction of times out of 500 permutations of the nucleosome data that higher accuracy was observed. TP–FP is calculated as the difference between the number of predicted exons with at least one splice site correct (true positives) and the number of incorrect predictions (false positives). AUC, area under the curve (see Methods).